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Life at 9k… by Skip Testut
This marks the final edition of 2008 as
well as the final edition of my second
year as editor of the Redline. What a
great couple of years it has been, too.
Thanks to all of you, especially those of
you who have contributed on a regular
basis. This newsletter would not be
possible without you and I appreciate
your dedication. We certainly have had
a good time in these pages, discussing
the merits of Ramblers and trying to
decide whether all Redline topics,
if not all CNY members should be
limited to Porsche and Porsche owning,
respectively. From your letters and
comments, I assume you decided that
Porsche centricity was unnecessary
and the status quo, whatever it is or
was, was good enough.
If most of you have been willing to put
up with those of us between Porsches, I
point out that this hasn’t stopped Chuck
and Joyce Gladle from asking me every
time we see one another (Which is a
lot, by the way), if I’m any closer to
owning, once again, a Porsche. Closer
than what, I’m not sure. After all,
thanks to Chris White I am now in
possession of an official Porsche VIN
and technically, back amongst you.
Joyce’s most recent inquiry, however,
really got to me. It triggered a long, deep
personal reflection into why it is that I
have remained “between Porsches” for
as long as I have. As with many issues
that confront us, this one is complex
and not easily explained. The facts are
easier. I remain one of a small handful
of CNY-PCA members who does not
currently own a Porsche. The others
probably have their own reasons and I
suspect that most have plans to return to
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the fold of Porsche ownership in short
order. At least that’s what they’ve told
me. In my case, it can’t be for lack of
opportunity. Mike Darminio sends me
photos of rusted out ‘70s vintage 911s
that are for sale, hoping that one will
tempt me. So far they haven’t. I think
the real reason for my intransigence is
that although I have driven a couple in
my life, I have never actually owned
a Rambler. I did own a Hudson, but
it was designed and manufactured by
Hudson, itself, and not Nash-Kelvinator
with which it merged in 1954 to form
American Motors. Owning one of
those latter Hudsons, quasi-Ramblers
and mechanically related to Quasimodo
(Remember the “Hashes?”), might
have made the difference. For crying
out loud, even Uwe owned a Rambler,
so it’s clear that to own a Porsche one
must have owned a Rambler and I lack
this essential ingredient (By the way,
Uwe, I’m still waiting for that article
you promised. Don’t be a Mike!).
Knowing that I lack this essential
component of Porsche ownership,
it is important to me that all of you
realize that although I never owned a
Rambler, I do like Porsches. That has
to count for something. After all, I did
own a Porsche. It was a fine car, quite
dependable, and very capable on the
autocross circuit, as well, but I attended
one too many Tom Charlesworth
presentations on the incendiary nature
of the 944 engine, in general, and the
944S2 engine, in particular, and it took
its toll on my psyche. In desperation
I looked into purchasing a C4 (the
Porsche, not the explosive), but the
C4’s less than stellar reputation on the
autocross circuit dissuaded me and sent
me to a different car maker, altogether,
but that’s a different story.
November/December 2008

It’s not that I’ve given up in my search
for a Porsche, either. A few years ago
I considered buying Bill Noroski’s
lovely SC, but lacking a garage, I knew
I would never be able to maintain it in
the condition that Bill had. Not wanting
to disappoint Bill by showing up at
CNY get-togethers with his car in less
than 90-point condition dissuaded me.
Also, there was Jim Palmer’s 993, but
Jim had the temerity to sell his Porsche,
a car I had lusted after for many years,
without ever asking if I were interested,
in spite of my constant praise of it. It
would have been the perfect Porsche
for me. After all, I’m sure Jim kept it
in excellent condition and he lived far
enough away from me that he never
would have known about the less than
concours condition in which I would
have maintained it. Had I been fortunate
enough to buy it, that is. If any of you
in the great North ever run across Jim,
tell him I forgive him even though he
kept me from true Porsche ownership.
In the meantime, I’m still looking, so
Mike, keep sending those photos.
Changing topics, the 2008 Fall Tour
was a raging success, as you knew
it would be. Although Gay Lynn
wasn’t able to join us this year due to
a prior commitment, I put on a brave
face and attended the tour with Thak.
Actually, it was Thak who put on the
brave face, driving something other
than his Suburban beyond the borders
of Tompkins County. Thak may be a
Porsche loyalist, but only up to 25 miles
from home. At least I didn’t have to
follow behind him, soaking up noxious
fumes and shortening my life decades
in the process. This time that honor
befell several of you, but you were
kind enough not to mention it, unlike
The Redline Report

yours truly who always does. I don’t
know about “carbon footprints,” but I
suspect that Thak, personally, leaves a
Yeti-sized one when he drives anything
other than his Suburban. What would
Buddha have driven...
A couple of things to mention before I
sign off: First, a big welcome to a new
advertiser to these pages, ImagineAuto,
Inc.. Please check out their ad in this
edition. Second, a mea culpa and
apologies to Jenni Jameson Gratien,
who graced the cover of the last edition
of The Redline alongside Joe and Lynn
Holzer. My sources were apparently not
up to date on your marital status and
omitted your last name, an egregious
error your mother pointed out to me,
immediately, and in no uncertain terms.
Jenni, I’ll have my sources flogged on
your behalf! Finally, Terry, the more I
think about it, the more I believe you’re
right. That cigar lighter in the MGB at
Hemmings should be replaced with an
electiric lipstick holder. It makes as
much sense and would wourk as well
as anything else Lucas ever put in an
MGB.

Letters to the Editor
What an
Education

Ivy
gets

League
you...

PPP Thak,
You rascal and you too, Skip! You
must have taken notes to remember
all those vignettes of my “aberrant”
behavior and now the whole Central
New York Region PCA and God knows
who else gets a hold of the September/
November/December 2008
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October issue of The Redline are
privy to my unique character. Now I
expect to receive all sorts of offers to
buy, consume, barter, trade goods, and
services for “bleu” fromage (note my
fluency en français, the product of an
Ivy League education).
We all got a lot of belly laughs from
reading your byline, especially Betsy,
who is clearly most acquainted with
the subject individual and has to suffer
daily with this old fart’s distorted
character. We had one of my cousins
over for dinner on Saturday, who knows
me all too well, and after a few cups of
the fruit of the vine, Betsy proceeded
to read out loud your roast of one R.
B. Rhodes for all in attendance to hear
which brought gales laughter as all
agreed you did get it right.
Good fun, no offense, great notoriety!
Baxter Rhodes
You’re a good sport, Baxter.
Just for you, next time we’ll
stop at an Arby’s and have
extra Horsey Sauce!
Ed.

Ideas for CNY-PCA Activities
I want to respond to Chuck Gladle’s
request for new ideas for events that
was in the last Redline Report. I like
the thought of more excuses to drive my
Porsche and to enjoy the company of my
Porsche friends! The main constraint is
surely the limited number of available
weekends in our schedule. However,
those of us who are retired would have
no problem taking advantage of some
of the nice weekdays that we used to
miss when we had to work! A second
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constraint is the geographic size of our
region, which means that some events
probably will be “local” affairs. For
example, last year several of us got
together on short notice and drove
our cars to Ithaca to have lunch at the
great restaurant with a view at Ithaca
College.
The pay-as-you go day trip that chuck
mentions has many possibilities. How
about: the Grist Mill, in Parish, for
breakfast; then up to Alex Bay for a
boat ride around the islands and dinner
at one of the fine restaurants in the area;
or maybe cut over to Cape Vincent for
the ferry ride to Kingston, via Wolfe
Island, and dinner at Minos Greek
Restaurant. Another great destination
would be the Glenn Curtis Museum at
Hammondsport and dinner at one of the
many wineries or at Miller’s Essenhaus,
in Penn Yan.
We also could do some community
service events (with the blessing of our
insurance carriers). A lot of old folks
hang out during the week at the PACE
program day centers and board their little
buses a couple of times a month to go
to a nice place for lunch (they pay their
own way). We could insert Porsches
in place of the buses and give them a
fun ride. Maybe around Oneida Lake
for lunch at Eddie’s in Sylvan Beach.
Or how about partnering with a local
high school to provide an incentive to
students to excel in math and science?
The top scoring seniors would get the
perk of a day out in a Porsche. Maybe
they get a Friday off to ride with us on
the Lake-To-Lake Ramble, at Watkins
Glen, with laps around the old and new
racecourses. They have a fun day and
get to experience first hand the results
of superior engineering. Once they
November/December 2008

reported back to their friends, seats
would have to be added to the math
and science classrooms for the next fall
term.
In addition, there is no reason not to
have events when our Porsches are in
winter hibernation. We have attended
MG Car Club “meet & eat” events
at Danzer’s German restaurant and
Borio’s at Oneida Lake. The British car
people also take advantage of movies
of mutual interest, like “Cars,” to meet
for dinner (the Olive Garden at Great
Northern Mall), take in the film and
then go for ice cream.
Let’s hear everyone else’s ideas and
preferences! My Boxster is all gassed
up and ready to roll.
Regards,
Dick Jeffers

Someone likes us...
Submitted by Joyce Gladle, with the
permission of the writer... Quoted
verbatim:
You may know that I was the director of
the Research Library in Watkins Glen
for its first two years. Do you know,
the very friendliest people I was ever
associated with there were the Porsche
people?! What’s up with that! I’m not
kidding; not trying to flatter you. It was
really an obvious difference between
the Porsche people and the rest. They
really are different creatures; sincerely
amiable.

Kudos for the autocross!
The second annual Cherry Valley
Autocross was a blast and I would
like to extend a big “Thank You” to a
few people. Thanks to Steve Lerman
and Mike Darminio, who co-chaired.
Steve took care of the registrations
and Drivers meeting. Mike made the
arrangements for our club to use the Cart
facility and he brought the cones and
did the track “set-up.” Wayne Kunkel
was multitasking. Joyce Gladle was our
chief timer, asking many members to
help her with this task. John Hajny, Joe
Holzer, Chuck and Joyce Gladle and
others were instructors, helping the less
experienced learn how to autocross.
We had a sunny, hot day out on the
track, trying to outrun each other. Every
member that participated in the event
also helped out in some way, on the
track or in the timing booth. Teamwork
made the day successful.
If you have ever wanted to try
autocrossing, but were intimidated by
the big club events or the flat parking
lot with 568 cones (!!!) try our small
club, easy track event.
Thanks to everyone who made
this another CNY PCA adrenalinpumping event!
Cathy Alberson

Phil McCray
Loudeac Tile Studio
Ithaca, NY
The Redline Report
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Lady at the Wheel

By Joyce Gladle, President, CNY-PCA
Good Day, CNYers!!
WOW! The days are a little cooler,
the nights are downright chilly, it’s
getting dark way too early, the horses’
hair coats are starting to grow, the
leaves are turning, the grapes and
apples are ripening and you can smell
the occasional wood fire burning. All
signs of Fall and some of my favorite
things—but, where did summer go?!?
Alas, we still have some great driving
days ahead of us but they certainly
are winding down here in the great
North East. Your Region is coming
off a very successful autocross (see
article in this issue) and another great
Vintage Weekend at The Glen. The
Fall Tour? Well, it was fantastic!!
Vermont was alive with color as we
cruised through the back roads and
took in some historical sights as well
as Mother Nature’s best. PCAers from
3 other Regions joined in the CNY fun
this year, adding much to our event.
Hemmings Museum was a treat to visit
and very gracious hosts of our Saturday
evening dinner. Porsche camaraderie
was at it’s best.
We have three events to round out our
year. Our Fall Rally will leave from the
Liverpool/Syracuse area on October 25.
Our Annual Meeting and Dinner Party
will be at the Hathaway House just
south of Cortland on November 22 and
our Holiday Party will be at Linda and
Wayne Kunkel’s home in Skaneateles
on December 14. Complete details on
these events are elsewhere in this issue
of the Redline Report.
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Plan to join us for one or all of these
CNY events. You definitely will not
regret it! Our club seems to have two
main criteria: enjoying our cars and
enjoying our Porsche friends. That’s
why they say…
It’s not just the cars, it’s the people!!!

CNYPCA WELCOME WAGON

by Ed Hurd

Membership statistics (as of
010/01/08): CNY Primary members:
254, Affiliates: 202, Total: 456
Please join me in welcoming our
newest members and transfers:
June 2008
Tom & Sue Buswell
Clay, NY
1974 914, Silver
John & Andrea Cosachov
Auburn, NY
2008 Cayman S, Cobalt Blue
John & Linda Farley
Pine City, NY
1980 911
Peter Kallaur
Utica, NY
1992 968, White
July 2008
Robert Montgomery Jr.
Binghamton, NY
2008 997, Silver
August 2008
Ivan & Gerda Gyori
Worcester, NY
1965 356C, White
November/December 2008

Chris & Kellie Heiselman
Central Square, NY
2008 Boxter, Orange
September 2008
Robert & Sara Chevako
New Woodstock, NY
1951 356, Maroon
Stuart Singer
Dewitt, NY
1998 Boxter, Silver
Fay VanNordstrand
Odessa, NY
1984 944, Grey

Pay Back Time Is Here!
By Chuck & Joyce Gladle

For forty-five years now, Joyce and
I have taken advantage of every
opportunity to enjoy the wonderful
benefits of membership in the Porsche
Club of America and, in particular, the
Central New York Region. Whether it
was on a track for a DE, a hill climb,
autocross, concours, rally, tour, tech
session or a social event, we have done
it all for all these years and loved every
minute.
We have tried, although not quite
perfectly, to remain constant in our
attendance at our CNY events, Zone 1
activities and PCA Parades over these
many years of membership. Joyce and
I came up with Redline Report, the
newsletter name. I have been a Redline
The Redline Report

Editor and Co-Editor, Activities Chair
and served as President of the region.
I also held a national office in the
PCA. Joyce was CNY Secretary for
many years, Co-Editor of the Redline
Report, Activities Director and is
currently President of CNY. Together
we produced every issue of The
Redline Report for nearly ten years
via offset reproduction when it was a
monthly publication. We have served
on any number of committees and were
members of the Board of Directors as
well as the Nominating Committee for
what seems to be an eternity.
We always come away with a feeling of
satisfaction in knowing that we have,
by and large, enjoyed every activity and
every single event. We have made lifelong friends and built any number of
hobbies and interests that have centered
around our Porsche cars and PCA. We
owned our first Porsche before we
were married and took the large leap
of buying a new Porsche and joining
PCA just after marriage. I say “large
leap” because in 1964 “sports cars”
and German ones in particular, were
the objects of great disdain by most
Americans. Remember, Chrysler and
General Motors were big companies in
Syracuse.
So we now feel it is PAYBACK TIME.
By that I mean to say that we fully
intend to stand ready to be worker bees,
gofers and rented mules for CNY and
Zone 1 and, of course, PCA, itself. We
have taken so much fun and excitement
away from PCA that the scales have
tipped far in our favor. We feel that we
owe the organization and must show
it through service on a “back-at-ya”
basis. We treasure our Porsches and
take great pride in owning and driving
November/December 2008
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them. That has certainly been enhanced
by our involvement in this region. Our
lives have been made richer because of
our involvement with Porsche people.
Now it is now time for us to “pay the
fiddler.”
Joyce and I most sincerely thank you,
the members of the CNY Region, as
well as the great folks in Zone 1 and
the PCA national organization, for our
fun and games in the past, the present
and future with Porsche.
We vow to try even harder to serve
and serve well in our region, our Zone
and the national organization through
volunteerism, being quick to organize
and implement any type of activity
from a business meeting to a club race.
As in the past we can write articles,
work a checkpoint, a flagging station,
or if necessary, take out the garbage
and sweep the floor (but--we don’t do
windows!). We have gained all kinds
of experience and knowledge about
how to drive and enjoy our cars and in
the process gained virtually hundreds
of friends and a sense of being a part
of something very special. So we will
continue to roll up our sleeves and to
work in whatever capacity is needed to
see to it that we do everything we can
to help others enjoy the association that
has been so rewarding for us. To all
of you whom we have befriended and
vice versa, for all these years and to
everyone we have yet to meet, you can
count on us to do what ever it takes.
We want to insure that all we have
enjoyed through our membership will
now be passed on directly to you with
our help and service.		
RL
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Pssst, Someone We Know
is Retired By PPP Thak
I first met this well-known PCA member
in the late 1980’s at a Cayuga Sports Car
Club meeting that was held at the now
demolished Collegetown Motor Lodge
on College Avenue in Ithaca. He had an
easy enough nickname—to compensate
for a most unusual first name of which
he is ashamed to use—and a family
name that made me think that he was
related to the Egyptian pharaoh, King
Tut. However, he quickly corrected
my misconception and said that he was
in fact of French ancestry and that his
family name rhymes with ‘ski-doo.” In
any case, because he reminds me of an
old fraternity brother or mine named
Editor Nacpil, for the purposes of this
article, I shall call him ‘Mr. Ed,’ short
for “Editor.”
I remember noticing that Mr. Ed always
arrived in style to our car club meetings
in a red Jaguar XKE that he was trying
to restore. To me, anyone foolish
enough to drive an old XKE at night
must be a real car guy. Over time, Mr.
Ed and I became friends because of
our common interest in cars that are
“clean” (a technical term used by real
car buffs), interesting (mechanically or
aesthetically), and drivable (in the case
of Lucas-equipped voitures). We also
shared the same mantra that “there is
not a car built that we would not mind
owning at least once.”
Mr. Ed liked cars but he had no
particular loyalty to any brand. He
would buy and discard cars at regular
three to five year intervals. I seem to
recall that when we first met, his daily
driver was a Chrysler minivan with
genuine vinyl fake wood siding, yes,
November/December 2008
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those same special features that Mike
Darminio finds so appealing [It was
a 1967 Land Rover Series IIa
“109.” The minivan didn’t arrive
until 1992. Ed.]. Had he not owned
the XKE, I would not have forgiven
his lapse of bad judgment. I later found
out that Mr. Ed is prone to regular
lapses of judgment when it comes to
cars. He liked Studebakers, which are
so ugly that Mr. Ed thinks that they
are beautiful. He owned a Studebaker
while in high school and had to wear a
helmet when driving that car to protect
his head from the rocks that his friends
threw at him to drive him away. Mr. Ed
tried to fix that Studebakerby himself
but only made the smoking worst. He
thought that because the car was old,
it needed three extra quarts of oil. I
suspect that Steve Turco must have
learned auto mechanics from Mr. Ed.
As you may recall, Steve thought
that if one can of STP was good for
his Corvair, four would be better. No
wonder that his engine seized going
up Route 13. In Mr. Ed’s case, Ithaca
High School was declared a mosquito
free zone during Mr. Ed’s senior year
when he had that Studebaker.
But Mr. Ed’s lapses continued into
his adult years. He would acquire
interesting cars such as an AustinHealy Sprite or an MGA, but he would
also own a Plymouth Valiant and an
Edsel at the same time. I decided to
forgive his lapse of judgment after he
sold the minivan and replaced it with
a proper car--an Alfa Romeo 164. At
least the Alpha sounded like a real
sports sedan even though it was sprung
for boulevard cruising. Because I
was quite active in SCCA solo II
competition back then, I invited Mr. Ed
The Redline Report

to an event at the K-Mart parking lot
in Gang Mills, and after that for many
years, we competed at the Green River
Valley go-kart track. Eventually, Mr.
Ed learned to flog that Alfa until its
door handles were literally dragging on
the pavement as he charged through the
fast corners. But the Alpha sedan did
not win many races. Before long, Mr.
Ed felt a strong need to upgrade to a
proper sports car and bought a Porsche
944 S2. And so to fit in, he took his
shiny Italian made gold chair with the
attached chest hair toupee off, and he
soon joined PCA. I was quite surprised
because Mr. Ed is not that sociable a
person. He once told me that like
Groucho Marx, he would not join an
organization that would admit someone
like himself as a member. In any case,
with the Porsche, Mr. Ed competed in
SCCA and PCA events successfully for
many years, but his need to win at all
times made him to abandon a perfectly
fine car. He gave the Porsche up and
bought a Japanese car—another lapse
of judgment. But Mr. Ed exercised
better judgment when he decided to
keep his PCA membership. Mr. Ed
claims that PCA rules allow a member
who is in-between Porsches to retain
membership for an unspecified time. I
learned that recently, Chris and Cathy
White took pity on Mr. Ed and gave
him a VIN plate from one of their junk
944’s so Mr. Ed can report Porsche
ownership once again to PCA national.
As an autocrosser, Mr. Ed likes to
make people think that he is Mr. Nice
Guy—laid back, friendly, gregarious,
just your regular Joe out there to have
fun. However, I know that he hates to
lose. He is by no means a bad loser,
but losing eats at him inside. This is
November/December 2008
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a parallel to his other major character
flaw. In fact, Mr. Ed is a very stubborn
guy, and his major weapon is his
“passive aggressiveness.” In short, he
is a passive aggressive loser. The 944
S2 was a good car but it did not always
win. And as someone who secretly
craves winning, Mr. Ed meticulously
researched solo results and the cars
that were winning national autocross
competitions. It became clear to him
that the 944 S2 was no match for the
new Honda S2000 that dominated
SCCA A-Stock class at the Run Offs.
With the Honda, Mr. Ed has now won
the Glen region SCCA A Stock trophy
for many consecutive years.
Although he is an audiologist by
training, Mr. Ed conceals that he was
once a humanist at heart. The fact
is this: his undergraduate major was
history. But being the pragmatic type,
he figured that history majors only
attracted women with latent moustaches
and unshaven legs, so he switched to
audiological sciences instead. He had
heard that its sister discipline, speech
pathology, attracted lots of pretty girls.
I believe that Mrs. Ed was in fact a
speech pathology major in graduate
school. Eventually Mr. Ed found
jobs teaching audiology at several
universities in the south but he still
missed those history majors, many of
whom continue to live in Ithaca (they
call themselves ‘ithacans’), Mr. Ed’s
hometown. So since about 1987, Mr. Ed
has been teaching at the local college in
Ithaca, mainly classes about how not to
go deaf when listening to your IPod for
seven hours a day, or if one becomes
deaf, what kind of designer earphones
one should have.
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But professional life was not so kind to
Mr. Ed; his college decided to can the
audiology program in 2000. But Mr. Ed
is resourceful. He barricaded himself in
his office and would not leave or shave
until his dean appointed him chair of his
old Speech and Audiology department,
even though the audiology part is now
silent. He was able to convince his dean
that because of his two-year experience
as Assistant Regional Executive of the
Continued on page 29

Cars Have Feelings! By Bill
Noroski

Cars DO have feelings. They talk to
you in different ways. Ever notice
how quiet and smooth a CLEAN car
runs? Try IT. That is the good side of it.
Here’s another side...
About a month ago, while watching
the Olympics, I became increasingly
restless. I felt I just had to do something
constructive. I looked at MY list of
things to do, which I always keep handy
at which I am always chipping away.
One item on that list was “To have the
hitch on the Suburban checked.” This,
I wanted to have done since we had
a trip planned pulling the trailer with
HEIDI on-board and I didn’t want any
problems. So, off I go to the local Cole
Muffler (& hitch) shop. I’ve worked
with these guys before. They give me
a fair shake and they do things like this
without charge. Just tip the mechanic
and everybody goes away happy.
November/December 2008
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They were not busy and took me right
away, putting the SUB up on the lift.
I’m standing right there, not five feet
away. The mechanic touches nothing
except to give the hitch, itself, a good
tug. He finds nothing loose, cracked
or missing, only some surface rust.
He tells me I’m good to go, so down
comes the lift, he gets in the Suburban,
starts the engine, backs it straight out
far enough to clear the door, leaves the
engine running, puts it in PARK, gets
out, shakes my hand, and wishes me
“Good day” and “Have a nice trip.”
I get in to leave. Now, that vehicle, like
most these days, requires the driver to
depress the brake pedal in order to put
the vehicle in-gear. Upon depressing
the brake, the engine stalled. I tried to
start it, over & over again, to no avail.
It turned over fine but it would NOT
start and when it did, it would not stay
running. Mechanics and customers
began turning their heads. What’s with
this guy? Nice looking car drives in,
nothing done to it, but now it’s stalled,
crosswise in the driveway?! That 6000#
behemoth just would not start. I don’t
know what’s wrong. This NEVER
happened before. That old horse has
been a reliable friend for 12 years,
pulling its guts out for me (and HEIDI),
even up over the Rocky Mountains to
Steamboat Springs, Colorado.
The bottom line is that it took 4
mechanics, 2 customers, and me, a new
battery installed, numerous calls to
Chevrolet service reps, plus an elapsed
time of 3 hours, before the situation
could be resolved. The PROBLEM
was a totally disintegrated ground strap
(road salt to blame) and loss of electrical
connection between the engine and
chassis. The strap was there, but when
The Redline Report

it was touched, it crumbled like clay.
Any draw of current from the battery
would stall the engine. Merely stepping
on the brake pedal causing the rear
lights to light was all that was required.
The battery was okay, the alternator
was okay, both of which I was ready to
replace, if necessary.
The ground strap has been replaced.
I got the car home at minimal cost. It
works fine. But, why did this happen
there and at that time?? Is there
somebody up there looking out for me
OR is the Suburban telling me---It doesn’t want to pull that G.D. trailer,
NO MORE!!
The fact is----I would like to trade-in
and/or replace that Suburban. Maybe,
just maybe, that’s the problem. The
big-black Suburban knows it!
Now, You know what?? Everybody will
tell me that a good ground connection is
necessary. I know that. We ALL knew
that. We looked. There are all kinds
of good, clean ground connections all
over the top of that engine. Even a good
heavy ground cable connected directly
to the battery that disappears into a
harness section connected to the engine
block. Seems to me that I had a similar
situation a few years ago when I put my
911SC up for sale. I said at THAT time,
“There will be a sequel to that story.”
This IS IT. The point is that there are a
whole lot of questions as to why, when,
how, and where stuff like this happens.
I’m telling you what happened. I have
my own opinion. YOU DECIDE.
S’all for now. I’m going to find
something constructive to do, AGAIN.
Wish me luck.			
RL
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Vintage of Another Flavor by Brian Scotti
While all my CNYPCA friends were at Watkins Glen for the vintage races, I
was in southern Connecticut for a different vintage gathering... the first annual
Vintage Offroad Nationals for radio-controlled cars. I’ve been an r/c fanatic for
20+ years and this was my first opportunity to put my skills (or lack of) to the test
on a racetrack. A whole bunch of us vintage guys have been “talking” for a quite
a few years on the internet and this was our first opportunity to put faces with the
names. People traveled from as far away as Arizona to participate! The racing was
an opportunity to see old cars on the track rather than full out competition, or so
we thought.
I entered a 1992 Team Associated RC10 Graphite Edition in 2WD and a 1993
Yokomo YZ10 in 4WD. These were the best of the best back in the day. The
1/10 scale chassis are as sophisticated and adjustable as my full-scale racecar. A
lot of what I’ve learned about chassis tuning from my racecar directly applied
to its little cousins. The electronics are nothing simple either... brushless electric
motor, lithium polymer batteries and incredibly adjustable (and confusing) speed
controllers. Fortunately the track owner had performed some testing and had great
baseline setup for us all to try. The track was challenging and the skills required
to pilot the car at speed (We’re talking 30mph!) over the bumps and jumps
was overwhelming at first. I think I performed more flips and tumbles than the
Olympic gymnasts! I figured it out well enough to qualify for the B Main in 2WD
(finished 5th) and A Main for 4WD (finished 2nd). The competition was tough but
courteous. I learned much from the top drivers at the event and now have a better
idea of what is necessary to win. Oh yeah, I can’t wait for next year!
RL
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THE NORTHERN SENTINEL
By Bob Graham

FOR YOUR PLEASURE (?),
ANOTHER PROUSTIAN RAMBLE
Yes, herewith is another war story
in the same vein as The Montreal
Misadventure. Honorable readers, you
are officially authorized to laugh at my
expense.
My Great Porsche Epiphany had come
in May of 1960, the second semester
of my junior year at St. Lawrence
University. That ride in a ’59 1600
Super Convertible D was a watershed
moment; my life has not been the same
since.
You probably know, and know of,
people whose enthusiasm for Porsches
is extraordinary. Names like Seinfeld
and Gladle spring to mind, but even
these true believers’ fervor might not
match the white-hot obsession that I
developed after that seminal ride. Day
and night, Porsches were all I could
think of. Instead of taking notes in
American Lit class I embellished my
notebook with doodles of the sacred
hood badge and the elongated script
on the rear deck of a Super 90. Of
course, as a 21-year-old college student
I wasn’t even close to owning one of
these Stuttgart steeds.
During that summer I sought out
Porsches everywhere. One memorable
occasion got me behind the wheel,
driving a ’57 Speedster offered for sale
by a Fayetteville, North Carolina used
car dealer. I loved it, and fiendishly
lusted after it, but I knew going in that
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I didn’t have the fifteen hundred bucks
(imagine?) the guy wanted, so that was
that.
Fast-forward to that fall, and a classified
ad for a “1955 Porsche Roadster” that
I saw in the Watertown Daily Times.
The car was located some 50-60 miles
distant. I had no idea if it lay within my
limited, virtually nonexistent budget,
but like an addict in need of a fix I
craved a drive.
A friend and I set out. Eventually we
located the owner, and he brought us
out to the car.
It was a Speedster. At first sight my
reaction was omigawd. It looked bloody
horrible; faded, dull original blue paint
peeked through spots where a second
lumpy coat – red this time – had been
applied with -- yes, a brush. Or maybe
a trowel. A driver’s-side door mirror
was blackened and useless, its frame
and other bright metal trim scarred and
discolored. “The car was in a fire and
got scorched,” the owner explained.
What to make of this automotive
catastrophe? Well, maybe even I can
afford it, I thought. That is, until the
owner informed me the price was
$2,000. Well, at least I could take it for
a drive. And it would be good to drive
a Porsche once more, no matter how
bedraggled. We set out, the owner at
my side in the passenger seat.
We had not driven far when it occurred
to me that my visibility was severely
limited. Oh, I could see through the low
windshield pretty well, even if the glass
probably hadn’t been cleaned since the
car exited Herr Drauz’s Karosserie.
November/December 2008
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But if you’ve driven or ridden in a 356
Speedster, top up, you know that it
makes occupants feel like Wehrmacht
soldiers in a Normandy pillbox, peering
through slits at the D-Day invasion. The
problem was exacerbated in this case
by the useless mirror and a Plexiglas
back window yellowed and fogged to
utter opacity.
After driving this mournful jade several
miles I decided that, with assignments
awaiting back on campus, it was time
to head back to our starting point. But
as I looked for a road or driveway in
which to turn, I found that the useless
mirrors and rear window denied me
the slightest idea of who or what was
following us. Nevertheless, I selected
a driveway on the opposite side and
turned, hoping that any traffic behind
was well back.
The first millisecond of my turn went
reasonably well, but after that the
situation deteriorated exponentially.
I heard a blaring, laid-upon horn,
squealing tires, and then felt an
enormous WHUMP! as something
smote the left rear of the Speedster,
punting it (and us) into the ditch.
Sensing that not everything had gone
according to plan, we extricated
ourselves to survey the damage that had
obviously been inflicted. The left rear
quarter panel was obscenely crumpled
and caved in. A pickup truck was
stopped nearby, its front bumper bent,
its emerging driver looking distinctly
unhappy.
Naturally, the pickup’s driver selected
me as the target of his ire, and subjected
me to a brimstone-laden critique of my
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driving performance, accusing me of a
precipitate, no-signal turn. But while I
groped for something to say, the owner
of the Porsche pointed to the car’s left
rear. “Look,” he said. There amid the
mangled sheet metal, like an orchid in
a dung pile, a solitary beehive taillight
somehow still blinked its message,
warning of an impending left turn.
The pickup driver fell silent. I felt
something wet on the back of my head,
and found blood; as the car landed in
the ditch, my head must have been
thrown against one of the top bows.
What happened thereafter remains
somewhat of a blur. We repaired to a
nearby house; police arrived and we
described what had happened. My
small, minor head laceration received
attention. But to my great relief no
tickets were issued.
Miraculously, the Porsche was still
drivable. I do remember suggesting to
the owner that he, not I, should probably
now take the wheel. He agreed. That
was the extent of our conversation, as
no appropriate words came to my mind
or to his, apparently. Back in town, I
expressed chastened apologies and a
lame “thank you;” the owner was civil
but hardly effusive.
I never heard the fate of the car – nor
did I want to, I guess. Several weeks
later I received a letter from the
owner’s insurance company asking for
my account of what had happened. I
wrote my best recollection and heard
nothing further.
Looking back, it’s probably just as
well that I didn’t own a Porsche at that
point in my life. Tales of heroes such as
November/December 2008

Stirling Moss and Jim Clark heavily influenced my driving habits at that time. On
public highways I foolishly attempted to emulate these masters. “Moderate” or
“conservative” would not have been appropriate descriptors of my behavior and
as yet, I lacked any real understanding of how (and how not) to drive a Porsche
356 at high speed. These factors, plus an overinflated opinion of my own driving
skills, could have been a recipe for disaster. The Porsche that did finally come
into my life about two years later undoubtedly benefited from the attention of a
cooler, more mature individual, now a second lieutenant, married and with a baby
on the way.
Drive in its finest form!

Not a trace of woodgrain and yet Mike found it
stangely appealing. Photo courtesy of Cathy Alberson
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Blue Lightning Strikes in Race preparation started with a meeting
New Jersey… New Jersey of the crewmembers. Right away it
Strikes Back. By Larry Lee became apparent that this race would
Game on. Blue Lightning Racing was
itching to run another PCA club race
this year after the unexpectedly good
showing we had with Gene Raymondi’s
E-Stock 944 Turbo at the Porsche Clash
at Watkins Glen in June. We had kicked
some E-Stock butt with 8th and 6th place
finishes in class in our sprint and enduro
races. Exceeded expectations we did.
Maybe we had gotten our racing legs
under us and were ready to start moving
up the order to contend for spots on the
podium. Then again, maybe not.
Gene signed up Blue Lightning
Racing to run its second race of the
year on September 11 through 14 at
the New Jersey Motorsports complex
in Millville, NJ. This is a brand new
facility that opened in June of this
year, consisting of two separate tracks
called Thunderbolt and Lightening.
Schattenbaum Region PCA sponsored
a club race on the Lightening track and
we considered that to be a good omen
since we are under the Blue Lightening
moniker and the graphics on the car
are big bolts of lightening. Being a
completely new facility we weren’t
sure what to expect. We didn’t know if
there were garage space available or if
we’d be setting up shop in the paddock
in the middle of a mud pit, not like the
familiarity of Watkins Glen. Gene
found an in-car video on You Tube
from a 911 driver doing some hot laps
on the Lightening circuit to get familiar
with this new track and every morning
at breakfast, Gene would run through
the video a few times while munching
his Wheaties.
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be different because race weekend we
would be down two and a half men. My
son Andy would be off at school, Randy
Martin had a previous commitment and
I had already scheduled vacation for the
week of the race. That would leave just
Gene and Paul to carry the torch.
Since Joyce and I would be in Bethany
Beach, Delaware that week, we decided
to drive over to Millville for the day on
Friday to help out with practice and
qualifying, then leave Gene and Paul
on their own for the races Saturday and
Sunday. Distance wise, Bethany isn’t
all that far from Millville. There is just
this little problem of us being on the
wrong side of the Delaware Bay from
them. This meant that we would either
have to drive for 3 hours to the nearest
bridge or ride the ferry for an hour and
a half, then drive for another hour to
Millville. Either way when you put in
the loading and unloading time at the
ferry, the total trip would end up taking
about the same time.
After the Porsche Clash in June, the car
was in pretty good shape and the driver
and crew were in good spirits. There
were no fundamental maintenance
issues waiting for us so we could spend
some time looking for ways to go faster.
We started in on the usual preparation
regimen, brake pads & rotors, new
tires, checking all fluids, making sure
bolts were tight, etc, etc, ad nauseaum.
One problem area we needed to fix was
vacuum lines popping off while racing.
We had seen this a few times before
and the result was the car being down
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on power. Randy got the job of ziptying all of the vacuum lines so they
wouldn’t come off, again. As he was
zipping one particular line, it came off
in his hand. It took a lot of searching
and ultimately removal of the intake
manifold to find where that little sucker
belonged.
The go-faster effort for this race was
to knock some weight off the car to
get closer to the class minimum. We
discussed and researched several things
that might get us there and settled on
two items, a lightweight battery and a
Lexan windshield. Both were pretty
easy to find on the internet and not
terribly expensive. Easy for me to
say, it’s not my money. Just these two
simple items would knock off most of
the 100 pounds we were looking to
lose. The battery arrived as scheduled
and was installed with minimal fuss.
This one item was a simple bolt-in
27 pound savings. The windshield
took a bit more work. The local glass
shops would agree to take out the old
windshield but wouldn’t put the new
Lexan windshield in. We couldn’t get
a straight answer from any of them as
to why. Was it that they didn’t know
how to put in a plastic windshield
or was it that they were afraid of the
liability? We discussed putting it in
ourselves but eventually Gene put his
personal assistant Kathy Alvarez on the
task and after some serious digging she
found someone who would do the job.
The result was very good. The Lexan
windshield fit well, was sealed properly
and the installation looked good. The
plastic windshield saved another 18
pounds. Things were looking up for
Blue Lightening Racing.
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As is usual for most PCA club
races, there was a Drivers Ed on the
Wednesday and Thursday before the
race. Gene signed up for Thursday
to get familiar with this new track
and give us a chance to bed in new
brake pads and scrub in the new tires.
Gene and Paul arrived late Wednesday
night and were ready to go first thing
Thursday morning. Gene started slow
with laps in the 1:24 range and as the
day progressed improved to the 1:22
range, then dropped into the 1:19s. Paul
made a few suspension adjustments,
which made the car easier to drive.
Everything was looking good and going
according to plan. On the last run of
the day Gene got on the radio to Paul
that the car was down on power. One
of the vacuum lines must have popped
off again. In the past this had always
been one particular vacuum line that
would detach and cause the turbo boost
pressure to drop. Paul checked the car
over quickly and everything looked
OK. Closer examination showed one
large rubber hose connection related to
the turbo that looked like it might have
been leaking. Paul took care of this
and it seemed we were good to go for
the race weekend.
Friday morning, Joyce and I were on
the first ferry of the day from Lewes
Delaware to Cape May, NJ on our
way to Milleville.
Gene and Paul
were running the first practice runs
of the day. Right out of the box on
Friday morning it was clear that
the problem with the lack of power
wasn’t fixed. Lap times were off
and cars 2 classes down were pulling
away on the straight. 3 laps from the
end of the session, Gene got black
November/December 2008
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Business Card Bulletin Board

Your card here attracts our members and many lurkers
on our web site. Best of all, our fees are very reasonable!
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flagged for excessive smoke. When
Gene got back to the paddock Paul
noticed that the inside of the exhaust
pipe was black, a sure sign that the
car was running too rich. Paul started
going through the engine compartment
looking for anything that might have
become disconnected.
He looked
at all the vacuum lines and pulled
various electrical connections looking
for corrosion, bent pins, broken wires,
anything that might explain the lack of
power.
When they tried to start the car for the
2nd practice, it wouldn’t start. Paul
frantically tried to find and fix the
problem but Blue Lightening refused
to start. Late in the session, Paul found
that he had forgotten to reconnect the
throttle position sensor and that the
spark plugs were now wet. The throttle
position sensor must have been the
cause of the non-start problem. Paul
reconnected everything and left the
spark plugs out to dry while they had
lunch. The 2nd session was over but
that would be OK as we’d be running
for the next session after lunch, which
was the all-important qualifying
session. The session we missed was
just another practice and it really didn’t
mean much. Joyce and I arrived in
time for a quick lunch then Paul and I
started in on the car to get it ready for
qualifying. When we tried to start it,
no joy. Paul and I switched to debug
mode to find this little problem and get
out for qualifying. We had lots of time
before qualifying so we were sure we’d
get the beast started and be ready to go.
Nothing we did, however, would get
the car started. Wiggle this, adjust that,
pull on something else and not a hint
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of wanting to fire up when we hit the
starter. We had good spark but when
we pulled the number 1 spark plug it
was soaked with gas again. Not good.
We cranked the car with the number 1
spark plug out and stood back! It was
like old faithful. LOTS of raw gas was
shooting out of the spark plug hole up
onto the bottom of the hood and around
the engine compartment. Not good
at all. We put the spark plugs back in
and cranked the engine several more
times while looking at various things
then someone from another team came
running over yelling to us that gas was
gushing out of the bottom of the car. We
found a large puddle of gas underneath
the car on the drivers side, about under
the drivers seat. Not good. On a 944
the fuel lines run up the passenger’s
side of the car. Everything that could
leak gas is on the passenger’s side.
There’s nothing on the driver’s side
that could be leaking gas so where was
this coming from? What was going on?
Paul started investigating the problem
and I decided to look at the connections
to the computer thinking it was some
sort of electrical problem (Hey, I’m
an electrical engineer, what do you
want?). Paul found that the carbon
canister was the leaking culprit and I
found gas in the vacuum line leading to
the KLR box (KLR = some gizmo what
controls the turbo). Not good times 2.
What was going on here? We blew
some compressed air into the carbon
canister and a half-quart of raw gas
shot out the vent hose. Really, really
not good. Doubly so since all drivers
were warned by the track officials
about spilling gas on their shinny new
pavement. Big fine if caught, no fine if
not caught. We chose the latter.
November/December 2008
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By this time we had missed qualifying
and were doomed to start at the back of
the pack if we could get our reluctant
racer running. Mixed in among all this
adventure were several calls to motor
master Chris White who eventually
suggested the problem might be the fuel
pressure regulator. We started trying to
find a new fuel pressure regulator and
a new fuel damper. There were some
parts vendors on site for the race, but
of course, none of them had a fuel
pressure regulator for a 20+ year old
car. Fortunately one of the 944 racers
in the paddock near us had an extra fuel
damper (think of it as a shock absorber
for your gas), so we swapped out the
old one and put in the new. No joy. We
did prove to ourselves that the old fuel
damper was kaput but in the pressure to
get the car started for the last session of
the day, we didn’t grasp the significance
of this.
The last session was about to start and
we were still trying to get Ole Blue
Lightening going and out on track. We
had two sprint races the next day and
an enduro on Sunday that we had to get
ready for. Since we missed qualifying
we would be starting last (This was
getting old). The car still wouldn’t start
and now it was starting to rain. We
pulled the number 1 spark plug and it
was again soaked with gas. Where was
all of this gas coming from? Why were
we getting so much gas in places that
should never see raw gas? Finally, we
pulled the large metal pipe that connects
the intercooler to the throttle. Gas was
dripping out of the throttle. The inside
of the pipe was wet with gas and when
we looked inside the intercooler, it was
full of gas. Game over.
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There was also gas in the crankcase,
which meant that if we could get Blue
Lightening started, we would have to
change the oil & filter before we could
go out on track. There was so much gas
spread throughout the intake system
that it was going to require a complete
tear down of the entire intake system
to dry it all out. We weren’t sure if
any damage had been caused by the
gas getting into places that it shouldn’t
have. What sensors and plastic bits all
this gas might damage. If we worked
all night, we might have been able to get
it all torn down, dried out (Remember,
it was raining and we didn’t have any
big work lights) and put back together,
but we still weren’t sure if the problem
with the fuel damper was the only thing
wrong. It was a real let down to make
the decision that we couldn’t fix this
problem at night in a rainstorm.
In retrospect, it was lucky for us that
the car wouldn’t start. We would have
had a major fire for sure and would
have had to change our name from
Blue Lightening to Blue Flame Racing.
When we stopped and thought about
it for a few minutes, we figured out
what had happened. The diaphragm
in the fuel damper had fractured for
some reason and was allowing large
quantities of raw gas into the vacuum
lines which was then being liberally
distributed throughout the engine
intake system.
We packed the tent, tools and tires in
Gene’s SUV, put the car on the trailer
then Gene and Paul dragged the carcass
back to Endicott in the middle of the
night. Joyce and I, on the other hand,
at least got to go back to Bethany Beach
and lounge in the sun and the sand for
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one more day. When Gene took the car to Chris White’s shop a few days later,
Chris found enough gas in the intercooler to run his lawnmower for a year. This
was a humbling, character building, learning experience. We put in a lot of effort,
spent a lot of time and a lot of Gene’s money but achieved nothing. Our worst
outing yet. The only positive from this is that the Blue Lightening racing team
will be back next year. Bigger, Better and Faster for sure.		
RL

My other car’s a Porsche. No really, it is!
Photo courtesy of Cathy Alberson

Thelma (Joyce) and Louise (Cathy) at Cherry Valley!
The Redline Report
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Zone 1 and National News

Hello Everybody! Hello Techies! Hello Norbert Singer
Fan Club Members!
The famous Zone 1 Tech Tactics on February 28th, 2009 at Farnbacher Loles in
Danbury, Connecticut, is the event not to be missed. Farnbacher Loles is one of
the top Performance Tuner names in North America, well known in the racing and
DE community. We are planning an exciting event with the illustrious Norbert
Singer coming over from Germany to regale us in the morning and after dinner.
We are limiting attendance to 150 people so that there will be ample space to
admire the cars, watch the mechanics and listen to the speakers. We have organized
an improved sound system and the lunch will be pre-packaged, thereby avoiding
long line-ups. The Ethan Allen Hotel is giving us a special rate and the dinner will
be at the hotel. Please check www.Zone1.pca.org from time to time for changes
(e.g., additional presenters). Plan to be there.
Botho von Bose, Zone 1 rep., George Beuselinck, co-chair, and Ed Hurd, registrar,
with Bettye Tremper, hospitality.
Norbert Singer by Michael Cotton, Panorama’s European Editor. Quoted in part
from the inside jacket of Norbert Singer’s autobiography 24:16 (with Michael
Cotton).
Norbert Singer, senior racing engineer at Porsche, has played a key role in every
one of Porsche’s 16 overall victories at the Le Mans 24 hours. When, as a young
engineer, he joined Porsche straight out of university, he was given the job of
designing a cooling system for the gearboxes on the powerful 917 race car. His
first task was successful and the 917s dominated in 1971and 1972. Engineer
Singer was then given the task of developing the 911 road car for racing and
in doing so he created what is by far the most successful car that Porsche ever
produced, the 935, the car that won at Le Mans in 1979. Following on this he
designed the body of the 956 and 963 Group C cars which won no fewer than 7
Le Mans titles, engineered the WSC open sports car which claimed 2 victories,
and finally oversaw the GT1-98 project which achieved Porsche’s 16th Le Mans
victory in 1998.
The Redline Report
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“PPP Thak” From page 12
SSCA Glen Region, he was qualified
to be the chairperson of the new
Speech Pathology Department. The
dean finally gave in and appointed him
chair, but with a sunset clause—that
he had to leave/retire in 2008. The real
reason why Mr. Ed wanted to be chair
of Speech Pathology is because the
major still enrolled a lot of attractive
co-eds from Long Island. Now that
he is forced to retire, Mr. Ed wants
to explore public service. Rumor has
it that he was also on John McCain’s
short list for vice president. He told
the McCain headhunters that being
chair of a department in which he had
no expertise is like being a community
organizer with no authority and no
responsibilities, and that he had similar
qualifications as the Democrat nominee
for president. However, the McCain
camp did not see any benefit in having
two old white males on the lineup so
they dropped Mr. Ed’s bid.
As a former history major, Mr. Ed is a
good writer, and knows good writing.
Recently, when one of the Porsche
clubs in centrally isolated upstate
New York needed a new editor for its
newsletter, Mr. Ed eagerly agreed to
take on that job, anyway, he was doing
nothing much at his day job. And to
compensate for that very boring day
job, Mr. Ed hid in his chairman’s office
to compose reports about Glen Region
SCCA solo II events for the Spark Plug.
Mr. Ed reports the results of every solo
II event held by the Glen Region. This
includes events that he does not attend.
I suspect that this special ability to
make up stories comes from years of
practice when Mr. Ed was in college
The Redline Report

writing term papers for his friends,
many of whom have become surgeons
and rocket scientists based on those
papers. I also suspect that Mr. Ed must
have been doing this throughout his
entire academic career. How else did
he amass that long and impressive list
of scientific papers he claims to have
published?
But the year 2008 is upon us and his
dean has stopped payment on his
college checks so Mr. Ed is now legally
jobless. He of course tells Mrs. Ed
that he has been secretly stealing the
coins left in the coffee can next to the
faculty coffee machine in the faculty
lounge, so much so that he has enough
to supplement social security. He tells
everyone who cares to listen that he will
continue his scientific research about
sound even though he is beginning to
be hard of hearing himself. So far, what
I have noticed is that he has tricked the
SCCA to appoint him Sound Control
Chief (no one else wanted the job), to
buy him sound measuring equipment,
and to allow him to attend races free
of charge so he could measure sound
levels of racecars going at speed. Why
this is important is beyond me—race
cars are supposed to be loud. While
he was chair of his department, Mr.
Ed was able to convince his college
to assign him research assistants to
help log and tabulate sound readings,
supposedly part of his on-going
research. Mr. Ed insists that this job,
which could easily be performed by
my six-year-old granddaughter, must
be done by a female graduate student,
preferably with good ears and good
looks. He even gives is graduate TA
four credits and an ‘A’ grade for such
work. Strangely, no one – me, his
November/December 2008
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dean, his colleagues, the public—has
ever seen his research proposal. I
seriously doubt whether we will ever
see the results of this research.
Had he not become a college professor,
Mr. Ed would have been a businessman.
I only learned about this recently as we
sat on his deck drinking beer. He told
me that when he was in high school
he would buy odds and ends through
mail order to sell to gullible friends
and neighbors. I am sure that you
have all seen these schemes to trick
impressionable teenagers and semiconscious octogenarians into buying
merchandize made in Guatemala to
sell, promising that they would become
billionaires within six weeks. Thus
far, the only billionaires have been
the companies that advertise these
quick money making schemes. You
know, the kind of schemes advertised
on bubble gum wraps and in the local
Pennysaver.
Mr. Ed’s new moneymaking scheme
is to corner the market on Martin
outboard motors, fix them and sell them
for a large profit. As a retired college
professor with little to do (we can
forget his sound control research), Mr.
Ed has spent a lot of time researching
the history of the company, gathering
literature and spare parts. He tried to
impress me with the fact (good only
for trivial pursuit) that Martin outboard
engines were produced by Presto,
yes the same company that makes
pressure cookers. And because of this
the outboards used a lot of aluminum
components made from defective or
exploded pressure cookers. Refusing
to accept the possibility that his money
making scheme will fail, Editor has
ignored my observation that there
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are only fifteen members listed in the
National Martin Outboard Engines
Association (NAMAOEA) which
suggests that the market for restored
Martins is rather soft and dubious, to
say the least. I am sure that the other
fourteen collectors already have as
many Martins that their wives would
allow. In Mr. Ed’s case, Mrs. Ed has
tolerated about forty-five of these
engines in their basement. Mrs. Ed is
a very smart woman. She figures that
the Martins will keep Mr. Ed busy for
the rest of his retirement so he will not
spend his dwindling nest egg at the
Fisherman’s Pub down the boulevard
from his house.
I gather that Mr. Ed has fixed and
restored about three Martin outboard
motors thus far. But the only outboard
motor he sold was not a Martin, but
a 1954 5 HP Johnson. And that was
sold to his equally gullible neighbor
who hasn’t the foggiest why he needed
the Johnson in the first place [In a
political discussion I asserted
that the writer “needed a
Johnson,”
but
the
writer
misunderstood the reference and
bought an outboard motor. Ed.].
In that transaction, Mr. Ed made $125.
At this rate, I calculate that he would
have to clear $125 on seven thousand
nine hundred and ninety-nine more
Martin sales to become a millionaire.
With only forty-five outboards, at best,
he would make $5,625. But because
he is retired, his labor is free. But
if we were to factor in his labor at,
say, $25 an hour, Mr. Ed would owe
himself $25,000 in wages after selling
off his entire collection of restored
Martin outboard engines. So, an astute
businessman he is not, but perhaps Mr.
November/December 2008

Ed is a good salesman, nonetheless. He
did sell me something I did not need or
want. I think that I should recommend
him to the folks at Wal*Mart the next
time I shop there--if not as a salesman,
then, at least as a greeter at the front
door. Isn’t this what retirees do?
If you know who this retiree is, please
send your answers to our Editor. Email
will suffice.			
RL

The Alternative Line
By Joe Holzer

Before and After – Reviewing PDK
I am hopeful that your dear sweet
editor will humor me on this one, as
it will be a two-part adventure written
as a single article about Porsche’s
new PDK transmission. Now that you
are confused, welcome to my world.
Normally an article that is done in parts
has most of the intended subject, if not
the actual text, thought through pretty
well. Generally all that is needed
is to finish the writing, which itself
can often seem an insurmountable
issue. But that is not the case here,
and you will soon understand. First,
a little history. Most of you know I
have been active (what an inadequate
word) in PCA, and especially Driver
Education on track, since buying my
first Porsche in 1981. In fact, driving
on the track was my primary objective
in doing so. Most of you dear readers
have not been doing so long enough to
remember that my logo at the end of
these articles is John Hajny’s artwork
based on that original Porsche, and his
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characterization of me driving the ’77
Targa around curves (notice the tires
especially, a nod to their extra workload
in carrying ME around corners ;-). For
the youngsters among you who never
saw me in that car, you have no frame
of reference for the “Silver Bullet”, as I
called the Targa, now primarily owned
by my daughter, Jess. The Targa has
a 5-speed 915 type gearbox, an all
manual transmission with long throws,
and a sloppy linkage that has long
since had its reverse lockout fail. For
those who witnessed me using it at the
Cherry Valley Autocross in September,
I did so with trepidation and respect – I
left it in first gear, except for the short
blast past the timing booth, allowing
the rev limiter to slow my potentially
faster but much more risky times had I
shifted a lot.
I have avoided autocrosses for pretty
much three reasons: the actual time on
track versus the total time commitment
to travel and stand around waiting for my
turn; I’m getting old and autocrossing
is more physical work than it looks;
and lastly the 993 with its Tiptronic
is positively the WORST possible
autocross setup you can imagine. The
“Tip” is a conventional automatic
transmission insofar as starting. That
is, the torque converter must spool up
before any real locomotion can occur,
and it defaults into second gear (of
four) to start, exacerbating the problem.
But if you know me, you ALSO
know that I have been, and actually
was one of the very first, outspoken
proponents of the Tiptronic as a track
setup, which was seriously out of the
mainstream thought at the time. For
those who have paid attention, no less
an expert than Hurley Haywood has
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come out with similar sentiments, and
likewise prefers to simply let it do all
the shifting rather than use the manual
mode except in specific circumstances.
It is a funny paradox that in the country
that originated the automatic gearbox
and made it ubiquitous, we now are
unusual in still buying more Porsches
with manual gearboxes than automatics
where there is a choice, when compared
with the rest of the world. I predict that
will soon change because of a further
refinement of the “Tiptronic” concept
that has the potential of providing all
the performance and mileage benefits
of a manual with the idiot-proofing and
convenience of a full automatic, while
providing the manual “boy racer”
shifting so critical to feeling at one
with the machine when you want it,
especially a Porsche. The refinement is
called “PDK”, and it has the potential
to be fabulous.
What I know of PDK could fill
volumes, but what I DON’T KNOW
could fill even more. So while I was
last at Burdick’s to get a $250 drive
cable for my 993 Roof (don’t get
me started) and have my wife’s A8L
looked after, I spoke with Lee Smith,
who promised me a unique test drive in
a PDK equipped 997 when they arrive.
I told him what I wanted to learn was
unlikely to be high in the minds of
the vast majority of potential buyers,
but then I don’t expect to actually BE
a buyer anytime soon. Still, I believe
there are people who currently are in the
club, and a slew who aren’t, who have
taken my input as basis for deciding to
buy a Porsche, so the drive will not be
a waste of his time.
I have NO DOUBT that the PDK will
be faster than my 993 Tip, even in the
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smaller engine base 997 instead of the
“S.” It has seven speeds versus my
four and engages upshifts almost ten
times as quickly. And while the Tip has
a lockup clutch, you have to move a lot
of ATF around that torque converter at
every gear before it actually does lock.
For those who don’t know, the PDK
can be thought of as two simultaneous
transmissions wrapped about the
same centerline shaft. The gearbox is
otherwise pretty conventional in using
parallel input and output shafts, with
the output shaft driving the differential
via a ring gear to the rear, and having
a power take-off, splined shaft out the
front for use with the AWD setup on
C4 and Turbo models. For that reason,
I cringe every time I hear of some
automotive writer, who ought to know
better, when they say that the “center
diff” can direct “from 0 to 100% of the
torque” to whichever axle is needed.
WRONG, unless the fronts would run
MUCH faster at the surface of the tire
than the rears, in which case at full
lockup the fronts could conceivably
have about 90% of the torque... for
about two yards. Then it would simply
burn out the clutches. But back to the
PDK. What IS different is the fact that
the clutch, like the input shaft, has an
inner and an outer assembly, and that
it alone runs in ATF – the gearbox has
conventional gear oil. The clutch is
actually two concentrically operating
wet multi-plate assemblies, splined
from the cup between them driven
by the engine crankshaft; radially
outward to a splined cup driving the
outer input shaft for the gearbox, and
radially inward to a splined inner shaft
which runs forward past the end of
the outer shaft, and on which are one
set of the gears, while the outer shaft
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has the other set. Which are the odd
number gears and which the even I
do not really know (I will sometime
soon, but it would make sense for
the longer inner shaft to have the odd
number gears since there are more
of them), but all have conventional
synchronizer rings. They are simply
driven by hydraulic push rods instead
of leveraged mechanical pushrods like
a conventional gearbox. What makes
it work is electronics, which control
the hydraulics. A surprisingly simple
concept, but not so easy to make in the
real world. Porsche actually first used
it twenty years ago in racers, but street
demands are actually a LOT more
complex and the control systems were
simply never up to the task, until now.
I hope ;-)
My take on this is probably unlike
most, but it is based on understanding
the physics. Conceptually, if you keep
your foot into the accelerator and are
in second gear approaching redline,
an idiot could predict that you would
soon want third gear. So it gets preselected. Then, about 100 rpm under
redline or so, the compressive force
on the one set of clutch plates (much
as in every automatic gearbox) is
released simultaneously with putting
compressive force on the other set of
clutch plates, thereby removing driving
torque from one of the shafts and putting
it into the other. Simple, yet faster
than ANY person could shift a normal
gearbox/clutch assembly. Downshifts
under braking should also seem
logically simple. Interestingly, by using
wet clutches a small slippage is actually
created in all but the last microsecond
of engagement, thereby smoothing the
shift “feel” for the occupants (See,
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like the simple $10 safety belt, basic
physics, properly applied, can perform
miracles of beneficial actions without a
lot of complexity). But what happens
when all I really want to do is move
forward the 13 feet between me and the
next car in the gridlock? Or I want to
parallel park? As you can see, starting
and stopping in the pits for a race is a
piece of cake by comparison. So that is
my “Test Drive” plan: to find out how
SLOWLY the PDK can actually be
driven. I also want to know what would
happen if I actually DID autocross the
thing, since conceptually all that Tip
torque converter spool-up time is gone,
along with the wasted gas, etc., but
the rapid on-off of gas and brake at a
solo autocross is punishing enough on
a driver, whose control system makes
ANY computer seem archaic. What
will the PDK computer do? And
what will the clutches do in normal
light traffic as I try to drive from the
local supermarket with my strawberry
filled whipped-cream sheet cake for
my daughter’s graduation party or the
dozen eggs for tomorrow’s breakfast?
I KNOW it will be fast on the track.
Why would Porsche bother if it
couldn’t at LEAST equal the Tip in that
respect? But the Tip is SO good, like
every automatic, at doing the mundane
without upsetting the applecart. I
looked forward to the second part of
this, The ACTUAL Drive... coming
in the next Redline.
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You Did It, Daddy!
By Bill Noroski

That’s an expression our girls used
while growing up for commenting on
just about any challenging chore or task
I completed. That’s also what came to
my mind after my third and final run
at the autocross during the PARADE in
Charlotte.
We had driven the Club Coupe to the
Parade in order to compete in most of
the events. The last event for the week
was the autocross. This turned out to be
a day long, very fast, challenging, flying
start-flying finish, very structured,
almost professional affair held at the
fabulous Lowe’s Motor Speedway. It
was hot, very hot, no shade, and no
place to sit except in the car, which was
even hotter.
I wanted to get there early. Since the
speedway was 20 miles from our hotel,
that meant no breakfast and leaving
the hotel at 5:30 AM (In the dark, in
a city I was totally unfamiliar with).
But, I had a plan... I didn’t have a map,
only some written instructions. What I
planned was to wait for a Porsche or
two leaving the same parking garage.
Every Porsche moving about at that
ungodly hour had to be going to the
track and I figured that with the 997
I certainly would be able to keep
up. Initially, the plan worked. Two
Porsches took off and I took off after
them. Right out of the garage they got
onto a major highway. They were fast.
My guess was that they were practicing
for the flying start. I quickly found out
that car colors are not discernable in
the dark. All I could see was a maze
of red taillights as they merged in with
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the local, early morning, going-towork traffic. I lost them. All I could do
was exit the elevated highway, ASAP,
which I did, finding my way back to the
hotel. I repeated this exercise one more
time before I wised-up and stopped
under a streetlight to memorize, as best
I could, the directions to the track. So
much for my plan, but I finally arrived
at the Speedway. Little did I know, but
the BEST was yet to come.
I found a place to safely park the Club
Coupe. I hurried over to the course.
It was on the infield of this giant
complex. I still had time to walk the
course, something I wanted to do since
all I had was a sketch of the layout. The
vast array of red and yellow pylons
was confusing enough, but worse was
that the course was not flat. It had
been built to present the drivers with
an undulating surface complete with
banked and off-camber curves. There
were places you could not see beyond
the next curve due to an embankment or
a slight rise and all this “in the dawn’s
early light.”
My course-walk was soon over and the
call came for my run group to line up.
There were 10 cars in my class. Four
of them were Club Coupes like mine. I
remember thinking, “Sure is a bunch of
MEAN looking machines.” The entire
process was very formal. First, we lined
up on what they called the “cold grid.”
This was where safety checks were
made. Car empty? Everything secured?
Helmets? Tires? Lugs torqued? Then
we waited. Next, the entire class moved
to the hot grid. More checks, more
waiting. Then, finally we moved to the
starting grid and more waiting, but at
least we could see movement. One at a
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time, the line in front of me got shorter.
Now I could hear engines revving,
tires squealing, brakes screeching, and
announcements of names and times
over the PA. Oh, the expectation as the
adrenalin began to run. As I waited,
I reviewed in my mind the layout of
the course. What to do here? What
to do there? I tell myself, “Go easy.
Don’t hurt the car. Stay on course. Be
smooth.” My intent was not to win
anything, as what chance did I have
anyway? At a NATIONAL EVENT?
AMONG THE BEST?
FIRST RUN. The flagger signaled
“GO” and I took off. The Club Coupe
literally jumped off the line. Yes,
it will do that. I aimed the car at the
first gate. Okay, that’s the start. Up
over a slight rise and then into a sea of
colored pylons. OH, crap! WHERE do
I go NOW? I’m completely confused.
I’m lost again (second, third time
today). Course workers are waving
their arms trying to show me the way,
the way OFF THE COURSE, that is. I
finally got through the finish gate and
I’m given the (GOOD?) news... “You
know you DNFed?“ My slip has the
time on it and is marked with a big
“DNF.” The time was 115.3 seconds.
Not good. In fact, it is a disaster. For
2 cents, I’d pack up and go back to the
hotel, but I’m trapped. They have us
routed to go through ALL 3 runs. I’m
redirected back to the starting grid,
whether I like it or not. I’m thinking,
“What can I do? I know how to do
this.” I’m still concerned about the car,
but I’m not going to be embarrassed
like that again. I must at least “stay on
course,” but what can I do? I walked
that DAMN course, I studied IT. Why
was I having this problem?
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With the minimum time I had, I figured
it was a matter of being able to see
the pylons and the patterns they were
arranged in. During the walk, I was
looking down on them. This car sits
sooo low that that must be IT. Solution:
I raised the seat. Pumped it up to the
MAX. The sport seats in the Club
Coupe will do that. Lucky me.
SECOND RUN. I get the “GO” signal.
Just as before, I jackrabbited off the
line and go through the gate, but this
time I have a better idea where I’m
going, mainly because I can see better.
I complete the run, CLEANLY. The
guy at the end says, ”That’s better”
and hands me my slip with a time of
99.44. That IS better, but still not good
enough. I’m hearing times announced
in the EIGHTIES and even in the
SEVENTIES. That’s what I’m shooting
for. Again, I’m directed back in line. I
pondered about what else I could do. I
looked around. I raised the seat. I was
clean on the last run. I know my way.
Now, I have to go faster. It’s then that I
spot the SPORT BUTTON on the dash.
It is NOT lit. Damn. Don’t know why.
With all the other excitement, I guess I
overlooked IT. I turn it on.
Note: This feature on the Club Coupe
called “The Sport Chrono Package”
changes the car dramatically. When
“ON,” it lowers the car, stiffens
the shocks, sharpens the throttle
response, remaps the shift patterns in
the Tiptronic, and even changes the
exhaust note. The other characteristic
is that if you so much as even touch the
brake pedal, the engine power will shut
down. I have a habit of modulating the
brake with my left foot, while applying
power with my right. This, you cannot
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do. So, I had to tell myself, “Keep
the left foot over on the rest. Use it to
support your body weight. Brake and
apply power (only) with your right
foot.”
It seems that NOW I’m really getting
into it. And, oh, yes, I turned off the
A/C, which was working overtime in
this heat. I’m no longer worried about
the car so much anymore. Okay, I am,
but... HELL, I came this far. I’m going
to... GO FOR IT!!
The THIRD (and final) RUN. The line
in front of me shortens. It’s my turn
again. The flagger waves, ”GO” and I
take off. I honestly don’t remember,
but I do not think the car EVER shifted
all the way around the course. It really
must have been screaming judging
from the high revs. I do remember
though that the car stayed extremely
flat and stable. I just pointed it and
pressed on the accelerator. I did use the
brake at times, but only with the right
foot. I finished, cleanly, and with a time
of 77.39 seconds. Very respectable and
good enough for a 3rd place trophy. It
felt good and the thought that came
resounding through my head was...
“YOU DID IT, DADDY!”
As for the Club Coupe, what a
FABULOUS automobile! It did
everything that it was asked to do. It
seemed the harder you pushed it, the
more responsive it became. Prez Joyce
Gladle sez, “It’s not the car, it’s the
people.” With the club that may be
the case, BUT I gotta believe that with
this car, “It IS the car and NOT the
people.”				
RL

IT’S NITROGEN!!!

By Mike Orso, President, Nick Orso’s
Body Shop and Service Center
What single item saves time, money,
and ads safety to driving any vehicle?
Still don’t know?? What single part of
the environment can actually help the
environment plus:
Improve driving safety
Improve performance
Improve steering quality
Improve fuel economy
Improve handling
Improve braking
Reduce chances of tire failure
Increase tread life
Still don’t know? The newest hot
button for the auto purist is using pure
nitrogen in your tires. This simple single
component found in the everyday air
we breath may possibly be the single
best green investment you make that
also includes improves safety, economy
and longevity in your prized auto, daily
driver or family mini-van. Even RVs,
motorcycles and racing bicycles are
jumping in and filling up.
Why? In simple terms, because
nitrogen replaces the moisture laden
compressed air normally used to fill
tires. The moisture ads resistance
and weight that affects tire balance,
wear and deterioration. Moisture
also can corrode the wheels (Those
of you with steel wheels on your cars
should REALLY listen-up). Since pure
nitrogen is lighter, tire load weight and
road resistance improves. Whenever
tire weight, and resistance improves,
fuel mileage improves.
At a SEMA trade show I discovered
equipment now available for automotive
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use that generates nitrogen. While 95%
is all that’s needed to get the job done,
I actually bought two machines that
can install nitrogen in all four tires at
the same time, provided they are the
same tire pressure, or two at a time for
different tire pressures. As you might
guess we have a clientele who want
the best and 100% is nirvana to them,
so we also purchased a machine that
uses pure tank-supplied nitrogen. The
whole process takes about 15 minutes
and is really cool to see. The machine
has lines that connect to the car’s tire
stems. It deflates the tires automatically
without wheel removal, purging the
compressed air and moisture then refills
the tires with 60-75% nitrogen. Then
the system purges the tires a second
time and refills them with nitrogen in
the 95% range to tire manufacturer,
factory or your own specifications. If
a higher nitrogen value is desired, our
pure nitrogen system uses a slightly
different process to fill tires with 100%
nitrogen.
Once the nitrogen is in the tire it stays
there. Nitrogen does not permeate
through or absorb into the rubber the
way compressed air does. Refills are
free for a year and if you need to add
air on the road no ill effects happen.
Just visit us afterwards for a free
refill. The clean, dry nitrogen does not
contain moisture that collects, creating
deterioration as balance concerns
develop and contribute to premature
tire wear and failure.
The best part comes after the NitroFill
is done. Ride is improved even on
thinner tire designs and run-flats.
Driving the car is a new and exciting
experience and you will instantly
feel improvement. My 2003 Boxster
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road hard, especially when cold.
Highway expansion joints jarred my
fillings. After the NitroFill the ride
was smoother and the tires felt more
responsive. They actually felt more
pliable while that cold ride bump...
is gone. I think the compressed air
contained moisture that condenses and
hardens the rubber and tire heat and
cool down exasperates moisture. You
will not believe the difference in ride,
handling and yes, fuel economy. Our
gas mileage improved and that alone
paid for this service threefold.
For more information visit the
NitroFill website www.nitrofillnow.
com, click on “Nitrogen In The News”
and follow the links. You’ll be able
to read and see video comments on
nitrogen in tires from such sources as:
Jay Leno
Corvette Magazine
Bridgestone
Goodyear
Michelin

The list includes car aficionado
Jay Leno as well as opinions from
Michelin, Bridgestone and Goodyear,
a tire fatigue research paper, and a
dissertation on the process that delves
into the very technical aspects of N2O2 formulas that will test your science
and physics recall. The Corvette article
is especially of interest . We certainly
don’t want those Corvette’s to get a leg
up on us! Visit the remaining pages of
the website for even more information
including a savings calculator to
estimate savings on an annual basis.
Call us for an appointment for a whileyou-wait service. Mention Porsche
Club Membership and receive a $10
discount!			
RL
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The Redline Market
The Redline Market is for noncommercial ads, available to all with an active
PCA membership number. Ads are free for two consecutive issues if they are
Porsche related. The decision as to the “Porscheability” of each ad is solely that
of the editor, who’s a strict constructionist concerning such things, his Honda
ownership not withstanding. A $10 fee/issue is required to continue the ad beyond
two issues. A $10 fee/issue will be charged for all non-Porsche related ads or
for ads placed by non-PCA members. All continuing ads must be resubmitted
on a monthly basis before the 10th of the month preceding the next issue. The
maximum length is 50 words and all sales ads must include an asking price(s).
Send your ads to REDLINE REPORT, c/o Skip Testut, 873 Taughannock Blvd.,
Ithaca, NY 14850.
FOR SALE 1987 924S, white/tan, California car, less than 18K miles, certainly
one of the finest original examples in the USA, near perfect condition, and delivers
30mpg on the highway! $8,000 firm, call Bill Hayman 315-265-2140 for details.
FOR SALE: Need new upholstery for your Honda? Eclectic mix of past Parade
& Track-Date Shirts! Most never worn. I simply have WAY too many. Most are
2XL; Mix of short and long sleeve. Five shirts for $15 plus shipping, proceeds to
be donated to my favorite charity: The Joe Holzer Black & Tan Fridge Collection.
Check website http://www.holzerent.com for address or call 315-622-9241.
FOR SALE: 1989 944 Turbo S, 92xxx miles. Timing belt, water pump, balance
shaft, accessory drive belts, and rollers changed within the last 1200 miles.
Upgraded turbo & MAF, rebuilt head by Chris White.   $12000. Reasonable
offers entertained. Lots of extra parts, 17in wheels, 17in track wheels and tires
available separately. Email for pics and details. webmaster@cnypca.org (1)
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When You Come to the Fork in the Road...
By Chuck Gladle

Take It!

The rally has been around almost as long as the automobile. In the early 1900s
it was a fashionable way for the fortunate few who owned fine cars yet were not
race drivers to enjoy a driving sport. Through out Europe it became a form of
entertainment with a touch of skill wrapped up in a social experience.
The road systems in countries like England, France, Germany and Italy were
somewhat advanced in comparison to other parts of the world. Even the US was
lagging behind until the mid 1920s and we were late in coming to the fun sport of
the auto rally. Fast forward the time machine to the 1950s. The lead of advancing
the play time of the car owner was taken up by the Sports Car Club of America.
It had suddenly become our time to see this sporting event that had been available
to the Euro car owner for so many years. No descent American automobile owner
would play in the game with their street rods, early muscle machines or oversized
Detroit production behemoths.
No, no it was the MGs, the Morris-Minor, the 356 Porsche, VWs and a mired of
sometimes strange looking cars from France, Italy, Germany and England that
populated the Sunday morning lineup of cars. Driver and navigator fired up their
car and left the start with a set of instructions, a stop watch, sometimes a sheet of
rally tables assisting their time and speed. Along with this and hopefully the “luck
of the Irish,” a car and the team could finish with a good time.
Age was not a major criteria. Skill was pretty basic in that if you could drive you
qualified. Staying on course and attention to holding speed were the challenges of
the day. I remember that Joyce and I drove our first rally in 1961 in a ’56 Porsche
speedster. It was an SCCA event north of Syracuse, Brewerton I believe, and we
did terribly. We got lost more then once, argued like “mad people,” vowing we
would not do that again any time soon. We even ran a night rally once with the
SCCA and got so lost we couldn’t continue and even had trouble finding our way
back home.
Well, since then there has been a litany of events, cars, sponsor clubs and time
but we never did abandon the sport. From other Porsches, our BMWs, VWs, and
even an Alpha Romeo sedan we kept on improving bit by bit. Mind you we never
used any equipment like a calculator or rally tables. We always ran “SOP,” seat
of the pants, and as Joyce kept us on course most of the time I slowly improved
on holding correct approximate speeds and the improvement in our final times
started getting better.
Now we sometimes have fun or something close to it. It is one of our choices
today in PCA. That is to say, there is for some of us, racing, DEs, autocross,
concours, the technical side of ownership, and a plethora of events in all these
categories, but I will say that the rally adds yet another dimension to the CNY
membership and if you have not done it then I suggest you JUST DO IT! If at
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some point in the past you rallied once
or twice – get back in the game and
JUST DO IT!
Sally Jameson is the rally master of
our last driving event in October, just
before we put our cars in hibernation.
So for this, our final driving event of
the year, let us gather for a good time
and continue a tradition that began
nearly 100 years ago and have some
fun before, during, and at our gathering
meal following the rally. It was a blast
last year and I expect both Sally and
Jimmy to do a great job again. They set
this up of all for our fun and pleasure
so let’s not disappoint them. Come on
out and do it one more time for “the
gipper.”			
RL

fuses out (Yes indeed, the ABS and
PSM are connected) and still have
the brakes applied at the wrong
time or not have full throttle. The
software has gotten better, but I
still found it intrusive on the GT-3.
The beauty of my 1972 911 was it
was low in weight (mass) and had
a “communicate now” (unfiltered)
feeling with the driver. It boils
down to left foot braking with
PSM is a big no-no.
2.

AUTOCROSS FALL 2008
by Wayne Kunkel

The autocross season is over and now
we are headed into the ice cross season,
the football season, the NASCAR silly
season, the hockey season, and the end
of the political season (Thank God).
There are a number of topics that have
been hot topics this summer on some
car forums that we can learn some
things from.
1.

The use of stability control hinders
autocrossers. I learned this with
the 2003 996 when I went through
the timing lights sideways at the
state fair several years ago. It did
not occur to me that I was going
to have to totally adjust my driving
technique to win. It was very
frustrating that season to take ABS
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Tires and wheels for the Christmas
list. Some wheels are heavier
than others. Unsprung weight is
bad, therefore, lighter wheels are
good! If you change wheel size
you need to look at class rules and
see if it is allowed in your class.
Usually, if you buy wider wheels
you have just exited a stock class
and entered a prepared class
where other modifications are
allowed. In SCCA you are also
allowed suspension modifications
when you jump to a prepared
class, something you might not be
prepared to do.
Tires are an evolving technology.
It was bad enough when I put
Japanese tires, Yokohamas, on my
car. Now I am looking Korean tires
like Hankook and Kumho. Can
you afford tires and wheels for the
track and an autocross? Now you
have just invested another $2,000
for a softer compound tire on
another wheel for the autocross.
If you are living in the Michelin
XWX world, we need to talk.

3.

SCCA is picking on the Porsche
marquee when it comes to
classification. You cannot run
November/December 2008

the street touring class with any
Porsche. You cannot run in stock
with a 996 or 997 Turbo or current
GT-3 or GT-2. SCCA classifies
most cars on performance, but
also cost to own. After years of
depreciation the 996 GT-3 was
allowed into Super Stock a couple
of years ago. The GT-3 proceeded
to win 2 national championships in
a class dominated by Z06 Corvettes
and “cheap” Lotus types. As a
faithful Lotus standard bearer for
many years, I say that it is unfair
to put powerful Porsches in the SS
stock class! Besides the Corvettes
and Loti are made of fiberglass.
4.

Stiffer cars are faster and also wear
out components faster. My 1972
911 did most of it’s cornering on
3 wheels. Porsche has advanced
suspension settings and equipment
to allow all 4 wheels on the ground
at one time. Add competition tires
to that on your new $100,000 997
and you can see why the lawyers
at PCNA have said we need to
control the speed with PSM. The
stiff setting on the computer allows
for a faster ramp up and raises the
bar for stiffness of the suspension.
Now the techno geeks will kill me
with that oversimplification of the
PSM but if we make the limits of
cornering higher it stands to reason
that components are being used
a higher wear rate. The solution
is to stay in the garage area with
your Brie and crackers and keep
the bugs off your hood.

In addition to these hot forum topics
and based on years of SCCA and PCA
autocrosses, I will say that most Porsche
owners do track events or concours
The Redline Report

events and “track junkies” do not
support autocrosses. As the autocross
chairman for the Niagara region in the
late ‘70s I once rented the kart track in
Batavia (You can see it from the NYS
Thruway). Five Porsches showed up.
I also rented Holland Speedway in
western NY. Four Porsches showed up.
This may speak more to the level of
participation in the Niagara region than
anything else, as the recent CNY PCA
autocross at the Cherry Valley Kart track
drew many autocross novices. Kudos to
John Hajny for being a great instructor
and participant. Mike Darminio was
there as well, but Mike also does a
lot of autocrossing. However, despite
this turnout at our autocross, the Zone
1 autocross trophy was mailed back
to the Zone 1 autocross chairman this
year because we had no one going to
the event that we won last year. I led
the lack of participation this year, but I
just felt it was sad that because it was
not in our back yard no one went. The
venue in Massachusetts was closer than
Long Island, but apparently not close
enough. It would be nice to establish
a fall date that was set in stone so all
regions could plan around it. There
should also be a central location.
This is nothing new with any car club.
All the SCCA regions I have joined were
either road racer regions or autocrosser
regions. The local SCCA region does
not sponsor a road race at The Glen
but does reasonably well because of
widely attended autocrosses. I have
lobbied for years for CNY PCA to buy
a timing system. We have $8,000 in the
treasury, but held an autocross event in
2008 with stopwatches. Must be we are
at the prudent reserve? We need more
autocrosses and training events for
November/December 2008
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“new” drivers. SCCA and PCA share
something in common. The common
autocross is the gateway to the track.
If we want happier new members we
need to train them how to drive these
cars safely and fast. Do you want to
see us grow? Let’s work for a common
good and end goal of educating all our
members in driving. 		
RL

NEW FACES RULE THE
2008 CNY AUTOCROSS
On Sunday morning, September 14, the
long-awaited CNY 2008 Car Control
Clinic and Autocross finally came to
pass. The morning’s cool temperatures
(and in places light rain) faded quickly
and by 10:30 AM it was bright sunshine.
The thermometer climbed to the mid to
upper 80s by noon.
The mix of cars was impressive and
included John Hajny’s race-prepared
944 as well as a 924S, 928, 968, Boxsters
and early and late 911s, including two
turbos. Twenty-five drivers seized the
day and enjoyed the excellent program
put into operation by event co-chairs
Steve Lerman and Mike Darminio.
After each car went through tech
inspection, the program began with a
classroom session followed by a track
walk in groups, led by club instructors.
After that it was fun time! The cars
lined up and made their way to the
track. There was ample free time
for practice with or without driving
instructors, although most opted for the
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advice of several of our CNY certified
DE instructors. What was wonderful
was the number of first timers—men
and ladies--that strapped on helmets
and took to the track to improve their
driving skills and driver response times
on the new configuration of Cherry
Valley Kart track. Among the firsttime autocrossers were two secondgeneration Porsche drivers! Jason
Olender and Ben Watson tried their
hands at Porsche pushing and did a
great job! We understand that a young
Lerman will join them next year!
Following practice and for some a
second optional track walk, Steve
assembled two run groups. While the
first run group ran, the second worked
the event as corner workers, flaggers,
pylon setters, a pit lane starter and
finish line official. Two digital timing
watches were used and the operators
recorded and averaged the times to a
hundredth of a second. It all went very
well. Oh, there were some “two wheels
off” moments and yes, pylons had to
be placed back in position after being
hit—all part of the learning curve.
Overall, it was a safe and appreciated
driving experience.
One off-course should be noted as
Chuck Gladle in his 928 took Joe
Holzer’s “alternative line” to excess
only to find that it did not work!!
Chuck did, however, record the fastest
time to bury his car in the woods. That
new record should stand for some time
to come, as no one would purposely
choose to challenge him. Some helping
hands assisted Chuck and the 928 out
of the Black Forest and both the car and
the driver did not so much as receive as
much as a scratch in the incident.
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What was important to see were Porsche drivers becoming more and more
familiar with their cars’ abilities at speed. The times went down as people learned
the handling characteristics of their cars and how to negotiate a tight track. We
had sons and wives putting their respective dads and husbands on notice to watch
out at the next event.
It was a joy to see so many improvements and so many smiling faces! Thanks to
all who attended. You can be sure that this event will be back on the schedule for
’09 and perhaps even another autocross added to the schedule. Hats, or should I say
helmets off to Steve and Mike for a great event!! Here are the official results:
NAME

CAR

SCCA CLASS

John Hajny

1984 944

Race Car

Art Vanoure

1985 944

E Stock

or B

Uwe Augenreich

1987 924S

Mike Ballog

BEST TIME RANK
01:05.4

FTD

01:23.8

1

E Stock

notHStock 01:31.2

2

2001 Boxster

A Stock

01:08.9

1

Stuart Singer

1998 Boxster

A Stock

01:10.1

2

Doug Schrank

1995 968

A Stock

01:13.8

3

Sallie Jameson

2001 Boxster

A Stock

01:12.8

1W

Kathy Ballog

2001 Boxster

A Stock

01:13.2

2W

Mary McGrath

1998 Boxster

A Stock

01:13.9

3W

Stephen M.Lerman

1988 911 cab

B Stock

01:07.8

1

Ben Watson

1980 911

B Stock

01:09.3

2

Mike Charnetsky

1991 944S2

B Stock

01:09.6

3

Joe Watson

1980 911

B Stock

01:11.0

4

Joe Holzer

1977/1988 911

B Stock

01:11.8

5

Jason Olender

1974 911S

B Stock

01:12.2

6

Chuck Gladle

928

B Stock

01:12.9

7

Mike Roddy

1969 911T

B Stock

01:15.1

8

Tim Schwender

1977 911

B Stock

01:15.8

9

Ed Olender

1974 911S

B Stock

01:19.8

10

Cathy Alberson

1991 911

B Stock

01:15.4

1W

Peer Sodenberg

2006 911C4S cab

Super S

01:06.9

1

Tim Lupo

1982 911 Turbo

Super S

01:15.2

2

Karl Gauss

2007 911 Turbo

Super S

N/T

Paula Gauss

2007 911 Turbo

Super S

N/T
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More photos from the September CNY-PCA
Autocross at the Cherry Valley Motorsports Park
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Die 2008 CNY, Zone 1, and PCA Kalender
OCTOBER
25th – CNY-PCA Annual Fall Rally
Hosted by Sallie Jameson
NOVEMBER
22nd – CNY-PCA Annual Banquet and Business Meeting
Hathaway House in McGraw, NY
DECEMBER
14th- CNY-PCA Channukah, Christmas, Kwanzaa Party
Hosted by Wayne and Linda Kunkel
January
TBA - Annual Planning Meeting
February
28th- Zone 1, Tech Tactics, Danbury, Connecticut

CNY PCA FALL RALLY – OCTOBER 25, 2008
Once again this year, Sallie Jameson has put together a fun TSD (time, speed,
distance) rally. Nothing tricky to get you lost, just straightforward rally
directions designed to take you on some fun roads so you can enjoy the beautiful
scenery of Central New York and driving your Porsche.
We will gather at the end of the rally for our usual kibitzing, refreshments and
announcement of how well we did. Come out and join us!! This could be one of
the last good drives of 2008.
WHEN:

Saturday, October 25, 2008
12:00 PM - Drivers Meeting
12:30 PM - First Car Off

WHERE:
Avicolli’s Restaurant, 7839 Oswego Road (Route 57),
Liverpool, New York
DIRECTIONS:
NYS Thruway to Exit 38. Go North on Route 57 for 3 miles.
Avicolli’s Restaurant is on the left.
COST:

$10.00 Per car.
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CNY PCA 2008 ANNUAL BANQUET
The Central New York Region 2008 Annual Meeting, Banquet and Photo
Contest will be held at the beautiful Hathaway House in McGraw again
this year. This lovely 1844 historic home built by Major-General Samuel
Gilbert Hathaway is worth the trip by itself. Add to that an evening of
fun and frivolity with CNY members and the event is not to be missed.
The Photo Contest rules are simple: Bring a photo taken in 2008 (color or
black and white) that includes a Porsche (or part thereof). It can be framed
or unframed and of any size--presented as you wish. CNY members will vote
for their favorite. Come join us for a fun evening of Porsche camaraderie!
ANNUAL MEETING
Place:

Hathaway House, Route 41, McGraw, New York

When:          Saturday, November 22, 2008
Time:           5:30 PM Cocktails, 6:30 PM Dinner
Choices: 	

Herb Crusted Top Sirloin with Red Wine Roasted Garlic Sauce

                     Salmon Filet with Shrimp & Mushroom Stuffing en croute
                     Vegetarian or Vegan
Price:           $33.00  (Includes complete meal, dessert and wine with dinner)
RSVP:

Please make check payable to “CNY PCA” and send
dinner selections and payment by November 14 to:
Mike Darminio
706 North Salina Street
Syracuse, NY 13208

Bring:

2008 photo for the contest

Questions:   Contact Mike at darm911@alltel.net
Directions:
From Binghamton: I-81 north to Exit 10. Turn right at the foot
of the exit ramp and travel south on Route 41. Pass through
McGraw and The Hathaway House will be on your left in Solon.
From Syracuse: I-81 south to Exit 10. Turn right at the foot of the exit ramp and go
straight ahead until intersecting Routes 11 and 41. Turn right and follow Route 41
through McGraw to Solon, where you will find The Hathaway House on your left.
From Ithaca: Route 13 north until it intersects Route 41.
Continue straight ahead on Route 41 South through Cortland and
McGraw to Solon. The Hathaway House will be on your left.
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CNY PCA 2008 HOLIDAY PARTY
Linda and Wayne Kunkel have graciously offered to open their home and host our
CNY Holiday Party for 2008. This is always a festive and happy occasion and
one of the highlights of our “Porsche year.” Do plan to join us for a wonderful
afternoon of celebration and camaraderie.
WHEN:

Sunday, December 14, 2008, 1:00 PM until 5:00 PM

WHERE:

3882 Highland Avenue, Skaneateles, New York
(See directions below)

BRING:

A dish to pass and any special beverages you may wish. Linda and
Wayne will provide the main course, tableware, and soft drinks.

BRING:

An unwrapped child’s toy to donate to “Toys for Tots”.

COST:

$5.00 per person.

RSVP:

To Linda and Wayne with the dish you plan to bring.
Please call (315) 685-0091 by December 5.

DIRECTIONS:
FROM THE EAST:
Take I-690 to I-695 West to the end. Take Route 5 West to Route 321. Turn left on
Route 321 and follow to Skaneateles. Go past the Welch Allyn factory and take
the 3rd left turn, Jewett Road. Go to the end—it is a “T” intersection. Turn right
on Highland Avenue. Go 2/10s mile and turn Left into the driveway.
ALTERNATIVE FROM THE EAST:
Take Seneca Turnpike, past Community General Hospital. Go long… through
Marcellus until you go up the steep hill past the Skaneateles Transfer Station
(dump)—look for Pearl Lakes Golf Course on the right. Go another mile. At the
top of the steepest hill-right before Route 321-take a left on Highland Avenue. Go
1 mile and turn left into driveway.
FROM THE SOUTH:
Take Route 41 North to Route 20. Do not turn!! Go straight across the intersection
to the next stop sign—it is a “T” intersection. Turn right on Onondaga Street. Go
1/10 mile and turn left on Highland Avenue. Go 8/10 mile and turn right into
driveway.
FROM THE WEST:
Take Route 20 into Skaneateles. Go through town, past the commercial district.
Look for the Episcopal Church on the right and Presbyterian Church on the left.
Take the 2nd left past the churches on to Onondaga Street. Follow Onondaga St.
4/10 mile and turn left on to Highland Avenue. Go 8/10 mile to 3882 Highland
Avenue.
If lost: Call (315) 685-0091
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Does this helmet make my butt look too big?!
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NICK ORSO’S
BODY SHOP AND SERVICE CENTER

“THE FINEST IN COLLISION REPAIR”

638 WEST GENESEE STREET

syRACUSE, nEW yORK 13204
COMPLETE COLLISION SERVICE - 24 HR. TOWING
alignment and suspension repair
SUBSTITUTE VEHICLES

LOCAL CALLS 471-85-21
tOLL FREE 24-7 at 1-877-NICK ORSO (642-5677)

NOW OFFERING NITROGEN TIRE INFLATION
AND SONIC WHEEL BALANCING
see www.nitrofillnow.com for details
Free nick orso auto club memebership!!!

visit us on the web
WWW.nickorso.com

QUESTIONS OR CONTACT US BY EMAIL…
nickorso@gmail.com
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c/o Skip Testut, Editor
873 Taughannock Blvd.
Ithaca, NY 14850
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